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Abstract—With the development of pen-based mobile 
device, on-line signature verification is gradually becoming 
a kind of important biometrics verification. This thesis 
proposes a method of verification of on-line handwritten 
signatures using both Support Vector Data Description 
(SVM) and Genetic Algorithm (GA). A 27-parameter 
feature set including shape and dynamic features is 
extracted from the on-line signatures data. The genuine 
signatures of each subject are treated as target data to train 
the SVM classifier. As a kernel based one-class classifier, 
SVM can accurately describe the feature distribution of the 
genuine signatures and detect the forgeries. To improving 
the performance of the authentication method, genetic 
algorithm (GA) is used to optimise classifier parameters and 
feature subset selection. Signature data form the SVC2013 
database is used to carry out verification experiments. The 
proposed method can achieve an average Equal Error Rate 
(EER) of 4.93% of the skill forgery database. 

Index Terms—Online Signature Verification, SVM,    Data 
Description,    Genetic Algorithm, Feature Selection . 

I. INTRODUCTION 
With the rapid development of e-commerce, personal 

communication, computer, Internet, mobile devices with a 
handwriting input function more popularization, provide 
favorable conditions for the development of the use of 
online handwritten signature application [1]. Compared 
with the face, fingerprint and other biometric 
authentication method, handwritten signature verification 
is a noninvasive, convenient application authentication 
method. The signature is the traditional identity 
authentication form of social activity, it also has the 
obvious characteristic of easy popularization [2]. 

Online signature verification technology is developing 
in recent years. Its core is to capture the handwriting and 
the strength of the basic information automatically in the 
process of signing in handwritten board. Compared with 
the traditional methods, it is more accurate and achieve 
more ideal recognition effect. Off-line signature 
verification methods are commonly used, focusing on the 
handwriting characteristics, which contains blindness and 
contingency [3]. But online authentication method can 
accurately obtain relevant information according to the 
actual characteristics of the signature based on the 
construction of appropriate statistical models or signature 
template. Then the authenticity of the signature can be 
obtained according to the corresponding standards. 

As for the original signature data shape, pressure and 
other information, a variety of features of the signature 

can be achieved by statistical analysis, spectrum analysis, 
coding analysis method [4]. However, there are often 
many feature extraction in a system with redundant 
information, and even the interference information data, if 
they are flowing into the classifier, which will seriously 
affect the treatment effect of classifier, and can enhance 
the complexity of the system to a great extent. In this case, 
we must find the ideal feature subset has high 
classification performance, while minimizing the subset 
should be able to realize the characteristic dimension. 

The ideal performance of feature subset directly affect 
the processing precision of the system, especially samples 
of small size, the free parameters will this classifier is very 
few, the resulting parameter estimates the effect will be 
more precise. In the matching of signature verification, 
dynamic time warping (DTW) and hidden Markov model 
(HMM) and artificial neural network classifier and the 
Gauss is a commonly used method. These signature 
authentication methods have achieved good results in the 
experiment, but still facing how to adapt to the change of 
signature handwriting process or need more training 
samples problem. 

Signature verification in essence can be regarded as a 
single class classification problem, a real signature feature 
is relatively stable, and forge a signature is changeable, so 
to accurately describe the more meaningful the target 
sample distribution [5]. Support vector machine data 
description is one classification method based on a 
support vector machine (SVM) and  statistical learning 
theory, It directly to seek an inclusive of the target sample 
hyper sphere as the target categories of boundary, and the 
number of training samples required relatively less. This 
paper introduces a description for the online signature 
verification method based on support vector machine data 
classifier. Using the characteristic data of real signature to 
establish the corresponding classifier [6], for the signature 
classification in authentication phase. In the process of 
training, the joint optimization of classifier parameters and 
feature subset selection can be obtained by using genetic 
algorithm to do. Finally, signature verification 
experiments can be done in a public signature database. 

II. SIGNATURE DATA  
For online handwritten signature authentication method, 

is a way that can be generally obtained by the original 
features of handwritten signature digital board. It can 
acquisition the information of the signature trajectory 
sampling point coordinate, pen pressure pen angle on real 
time. In this paper, using the signature database of 
International signature verification competition (SVC2013) 
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in 2004 for research and verification experiment.The 
database signature with WACOM company Intuos 
handwritten board which collect samples per second, 100 
points for each sampling point, including X, Y coordinates, 
coordinate time marker, key state, azimuth, dip angle and 
pressure of seven dimensional data. The signature data can 
be expressed as a sequence of points [7]: 

],1[)),(),(),(),(),(),(),(( Ssspsssbstsysx !"#  
     Among them, the number of S are sampling points. 

The open part of the SVC2013 signature database 
contains 40 signer’s signature, each group consists of 20 
signatures written by the true signers and 20 provided by 
at least 4 other signers forgery. 20 real signatures is 
collected by two times, 10 each time, sampling interval 
for at least a week, in order to reflect the signature change 
over time. Forge a signature by the forger to observe the 
dynamic process of the appropriate signature and practice 
writing, thus being a skilled signature. These signatures 
in both Chinese signature also has English signature, 
Therefore the authentication method can not rely on the 
text type. Figure 1 is the two set of signature data sample 
database. 

 
Figure 1.  Signature sample SVC2013 (real signatures are on the left, 

the right side are forgery). 

III. FEATURE EXTRACTION  

A. Pretreatment  
In the signature acquisition process, due to its 

interference factors and manning the jitter handwriting 
board, it can cause interference and redundant points in 
the signature data. In addition, the signer each signature 
writing size and location coordinates are also different.  
Preprocessing is mainly for smoothing and size data 
normalization, consistency of the extracted signature 
features to improve, to eliminate the influence of these 
interference factors on the recognition results [8]. 

Signature of the original data is accurately got by using 
Gauss filter and then X coordinates are achieved through 
smoothing the corresponding as follows: 
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Accordingly, smooth components  )(),(),(),(),( spsssysx !"  
can be carried out. The filter parameters are taken as 1,ie.  
taking the sliding window width of 5 sampling points. 

The signature of the location of translation and size 
normalization is completed simultaneously by coordinate 
transformation as follows. 
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as the height; 2/,2/ wywx cc ==  the center position 
of connected rectangular representation area outside; M 
indicates  that after normalization, the resulting external 
each side numerical size of the quadrilateral. At this time, 
the outer frame of regional range corresponding signature 
will be located within the standard size of the 
corresponding numerical invariant, while the aspect  ratio. 

B.  Feature extraction  
There are two main types of features which are 

extracted from the signature data acquisition: the shape 
and dynamic feature [9]. Shape feature is describing the 
static characteristic shape characteristics are extracted 
from the signature coordinate, dynamic characteristics 
can reflect the signature process speed, pressure and other 
information. The extraction of dynamic characteristics by 
using the time information, and pressure, azimuth 
information than shape is more subtle than the shape 
feature, so the richer, more difficult to imitate, but the 
stability of some worse.     

Generally, these two types of features a complementary 
role to play in the signature verification. Because at the 
same time from both the shape and dynamics to mimic 
signature alone than from one side to be much more 
difficult to imitate. According to the characteristics of 
signature data and preliminary experimental results, while 
referring to other discussion in the literature, this paper 
collected 8 kinds of shape features and 19 dynamic 
features constitute the signature feature set, The shape 
features are: the ratio of height to width, ratio of length to 
width, center of gravity, center of gravity than the stroke 
direction distribution; Dynamic characteristics are: 
Signature duration, total time, write time ratio(velocity, 
pressure), the (average value, maximum value, average 
value, variance ratio, the maximum relative time value 
and maximum value), X direction, Y direction velocity 
when the time than speed coincides with the time ratio, 
average angle, azimuth angle the mean value, variance, 
the variance of the azimuth angle. 

IV. SIGNATURE VERIFICATION OF DATA DESCRIPTION 
BASED ON SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE  

A.  Support vector machine theory 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is proposed by Vapnik. 

In the process of optimization, setting the constraint 
conditions for the training error, the optimization 
objective is to minimize the confidence range. SVM is a 
learning method based on the minimization criterion, 
compared with some traditional learning methods, which 
obviously and has better generalization ability. In the 
SVM solution process will eventually translate into 

(3) 
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solving quadratic programming problems, so the solution 
is obtained SVM global optimal solution.  

Problem solving optimal classification plane can be 
transformed into a constrained optimization problem, 
shown as below [10]: 

minise   2||||
2
1

!                                    (4) 

Subject to  01][ !"+bwxy ii   li ,...,2,1=       (5) 
Type describes a two convex programming problem, 

because of the objective function and constraint 
conditions are presented convex properties, according to 
the optimization theory, the programming problem has a 
unique global minimum. Applying Lagrange multiplier 
method and making it satisfy the conditions of KKT 
(Karush-Kuhn-Tucher): 

         0}1][{ =!+bwxya iii                       (6) 
So we can get an optimal classification function, to 

solve the above problem: 
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B. Support vector machine data description  
Classification of data description algorithm is a class of 

typical single value, support vector machine data 
presented by Tax and Duin description of theory 
development is already quite mature [11]. It is not by 
estimating the probability distribution of the target 
sample data to detect outliers, but directly to seek an 
inclusive of the target sample hyper sphere as the target 
category boundaries, so it needs less number of training 
samples. Because of the use of this method, the classifier 
in the test sample distribution and existing distribution of 
sample both training different circumstances, can show 
the generalization performance of the ideal. Support 
vector machine data description based only on a class of 
target sample data, we can establish a classifier is used 
for outlier detection, obtain good effect of in the 
application of fault diagnosis and face recognition [12]. 

In the object the training sample data set { }, 1, ,ix i N= !  
which includes an N, it can define covering hyper sphere 
concept from all the samples, the super ball center and 
radius using a R quantitative. Support vector machine 
data describe the core theory for minimizing the use of 
hyper sphere volume way, realize the false acceptance 
probability outliers to minimize. Support vector machine 
data description is based on the theory of support vector 
machine (SVM) the basic idea of the development and 
the formation. By introducing the kernel function data 
nonlinear mapped into a high dimensional space to the 
construction of data is more flexible and compact 
description. 

Support vector machine data describe the training 
process of the classifier to solve the maximization 
problem is as follows: 
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The above formula, C indicates the false reject error 
and the balance between data of the target sample 
description complexity: the kernel function )*( ji xxK , 
commonly-used kernel functions including polynomial 
inner product, radial basis (RBF), sigmoid inner product 
etc. Minimization of type (8) can get a set of constraints 
}{ i! , second equations illustrate the sphere for linear 

combinations of sample points, the weight coefficients 
corresponding to the i!  . The related theory by Lagrange 
multipliers, 0=i!  describes the sample points in the 
interior areas inside the sphere, 0>i! describes the 
sample points in the position of the spherical hyper 
sphere, Ci =!  indicates that the corresponding sample 
in spherical outside. 0>i!   some samples corresponding 
called support vector (SV),  the use of this part of the 
sample can complete the accurate description of the hyper 
sphere. Therefore, we can use solving the distance 
between support vector and the center of the sphere a  to 
determine the super-sphere radius R corresponding size. 

In the relevance judgment of target samples for any test 
sample points z, z and the center of the only solution 
between the distance. In the desired distance not greater 
than the case of R, will be able to determine the z   is the 
target sample, as follows: 

2

,
)(),(2),( RxxKxzKazK jijijiiii
!"""#+"#$ %%%        (9) 

C.  Signature authentication process  
    In the training phase, the real signer group for each 
signer is registered with the completion of the training 
samples, and through appropriate method to solve the 
corresponding target data set, for the next step operation, 
according to equation (8) support vector machine data 
can obtain the actual signature description of the 
corresponding classifier. In this paper, the choice of RBF 
kernel function, )/||||exp(),( 2 sxxxxk jiji !!= as kernel 
function of support vector machine classifier data 
description, s is the width parameter. 

In the signature verification stage, the tested signature 
after extracting the features, should according to equation 
(9) to judge the authenticity of the target signature, this 
radius R is corresponding to the decision threshold, when 
the type(9) established that test signatures for the signer's 
genuine signature, otherwise a forged signature. 

V. CLASSIFIER PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION AND FEATURE 
SELECTION BASED ON GA  

The support vector machine data description of the 
related training, due to the addition of the kernel function 
and the relaxation factor concept, although R is obtained 
from the training, but the basic parameters of C and s on R 
values of the size and shape of the interface have a serious 
interference, it must pass through the expected error rate 
of a suitable set of related parameters, which can get the 
support vector machine classification data has strong 
ability to describe. 

With the parameters of C and S decreasing, the number 
of the support vectors, sample points in the sphere of 
interface and the number of sphere size decrease [13]. If 
the classification boundary is too dense, which can 
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significantly reduce the possibility of miscarriage of 
justice to a certain extent, but there will be the possibility 
of a real signature excluded phenomenon will greatly 
increase. 

Therefore, it will seriously interfere in the promotion 
effect to the test set if blindly raise the ideal performance 
of the training samples. To solve and improve this 
problem, it can be carried out by increasing the number of 
training samples to ensure that the sample distribution, 
better; it can also be solved by determining the classifier 
parameters suitable way. At the same time, feature subset 
selection, also affects the selection and classifier 
performance parameters of the authentication system, for 
different feature subset by the representative of the sample, 
the optimal parameters of them can be inconsistent, but 
there are inherent logic relation. Therefore, the correct 
way is to use the joint optimization methods for the 
corresponding treatment. 

Method of searching for the optimal solutions formed 
by imitating the process of natural evolution, genetic 
algorithm (GA) has strong robustness and global search 
ability of [14] in the optimization problem. In order to 
give full play to the unique advantages of genetic 
algorithm in encoding operation, this paper selected in the 
individual, in accordance with the appropriate standards to 
the classifier parameters and feature subset combination 
form of the proper characterization, also need to meet the 
maximum two optimization criteria are the authentication 
function classifiers have, so this paper using genetic 
algorithm to realize the joint optimization of feature 
selection and classifier parameter. 

Here directly to the authentication of the signature of 
the training set equal error rate (EER) was used to 
construct the fitness function, chromosome coding and 
structural problems using a binary encoding. Chromosome 
each corresponding feature set and a characteristic index, 
in the coding sequence of chromo some numbers 1 and 0 
respectively[15], indicating that a corresponding features 
are selected and non selected two kinds of treatment 
results. In general, the support vector machine data 
selected parameters describing the fluctuation is small, 
little change in the corresponding classifier function, 
which shows in the concrete operation process, precise 
requirements of corresponding parameters is not high. In 
order to fully reflect the unique performance of the 
algorithm with the relevant parameters involved in this 
paper, according to four bytes in the form of 
representation, the corresponding parameter values can be 
divided into 16 levels of operation, and take 

125.0 !! c , 161 !! s .This, combined with the chromosome 
consists of 27+4+4, as shown in figure 2. 

 
Figure 2.  Combined with chromosome encoding 

In the selection step of genetic algorithm, the 
proportional selection and optimal preservation strategy 
roulette combined selection operation, this can not only 
make the convergence performance of the algorithm is 

ideal, but also can avoid the local optimal individual can 
be eliminated to a great extent, so as a result of the rapid 
diffusion and seriously affect the algorithm for global 
optimization to reduce the occurrence of the phenomenon. 
In the implementation of the optimal preservation strategy 
in the process, can use setting breeding generation gap 
manner, which means that the number of individual choice 
than the actual number of smaller individuals, but the 
number of the generated offspring are the same; and then 
you need to replace the resulting offspring individuals 
within the parent need to replace individual elements. 

VI. SIGNATURE VERIFICATION EXPERIMENT  
Using authentication methods above-mentioned, this 

paper presents a signature verification experiments on the 
SVC2013 database. According to the verification method 
of SVC2013, each classifier for 10 experiments, each had 
10 real signature samples of 5 randomly selected as 
registered samples, classifier training. Then, certification 
for 20 random signature after 10 genuine signatures, 20 
skilled forgery signatures, and randomly selected from 
the other true signatures in the signature [16]. 

When judging the performance of signature 
verification system to measure, the general choice of false 
acceptance rate (FAR) and false rejection rate (FRR) of 
two indicators comprehensive evaluation. In addition, 
because they will be with the threshold fluctuation has the 
numerical changes, so it is usually based on the equal 
error rate (EER) of appropriate quantization on the 
threshold, in order to obtain more objective evaluation of 
results. 

In the use of support vector machine data description 
classifier for signature verification, to hyper sphere radius 
R trained as a discrimination threshold, can only be fixed 
FAR and FRR, can according to the needs of an 
application, changing the threshold to get different FAR 
and FRR. Figure 3 is a subset of features was used by all 
features and genetic algorithm optimization (9 features) 
ROC curve for authentication, where FAR and FRR are 
in average 40 signers. We can see that after optimization, 
signature verification has better performance. 

 
Figure 3.  Curve of ROC with different feature sets the authentication 

Table I gives the test result certified experimental 
results using support vector machine data is proposed in 
this paper to describe methods and SVC2013 announced 
support vector machine method, authentication data 
description for best results the skilled forgery average 
EER signature should be less than the corresponding 
experiment based on SVC2013, but the maximum EER 
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which is high, the experimental results are more close to 
the random forgery signature. 

TABLE I.   
 DIFFERENT AUTHENTICATION EXPERIMENTS EER  

Authentication 
method 

Authentication EER (%) 

average 
value Variance  maximum value 

Skilled forgery signatures 

SVM data 
description + 

full feature set 
6.42 10.2 60 

SVM data 
description +GA 4.93 8.64 60 

SVC2013 The 
optimal results 6.9 9.45 50 

  Random forgery signature 

SVM data 
description + 

full feature set 
3.76 9.31 60 

SVM data 
description +GA 

3.29 5.64 47.5 

SVC2013 The final 
results  3.02 3.65 15 

VII.  CONCLUSION  

This paper proposes a method of on-line handwritten 
signature verification by using support vector machine 
(SVM) data description and genetic algorithm (GA) 
method. From the collection of the original dynamic data 
signature extracted signature features include 27 kinds of 
shape and dynamic feature set, the training of the classifier 
as the target data.  To joint optimize the classifier 
parameters and feature subset selection by genetic 
algorithms. Show that in the SVC2013 signature database 
experiments; this algorithm can register signature samples 
in a few situations, to get a better effect of certification. 
Because this method is using global features parameter 
signature, although has the advantages of strong anti-
interference capability, convenient calculation advantages, 
but the signature on the local details distinguish ability is 
weak. Further research will consider integrating SVM 
with the authentication method based on characteristic 
function, to achieve more reliable result. 
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